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Similar measurements involving
that can be induced to undergo .fission by heavy ions. A more direct comparison ...
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.· · · · · -~ · · · . :. neutron evaporation and fission can be_ enhanced and studied.
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To study the effect of angular momentum · we intended to count fragments by analyzing the pulse-height spectrum obtafl.ned · ::· :· <: • 
. · · number 1 ·mass, and laboratory energy ot the ion, a~ ~ . and ~ are the atomic , . , , ·~\f): ..
number. and mass of the target ~ucleus, "fhile 9 8 and 9 t are the ansJ.(es in . ~):::· ::>~i~~·:
. , the c. 
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. ·excitation energy_ are known.
The second group consists ot reactions in which ~ucieons ·are int~~ : -: _ ;_; . . ., · ~ . ·.
.. . place. Here the resulting compound nuclei have a whole spectrum ot DB sees and excitation energies.
The reaction cross sections for the CF and the ICF processes will be ·. 
·-·~-.<: .. fission cross section should with increasing energy approach .a value al~ \. . . · ... ·-·_;_, .::.:~-
' , . . ·:~, ·; deposit an excitation energy that is higher than the fission threshold. lll';r~;ff' _ _ :.,.
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, . t~-,: th~ nuclei 1n question~~ l-Tith tf-38 as the target, this enerSY is around~.>:~ : ~r·:~·-:
; ' --. ·~. ' : / . . : : : : , " . nucleons--which have the same velocity as the ions•-to the target nucleus.
,.
With o 16 ·and ~ incident on Bi and lighter targets the ICF reaations··::q
.!-contribute ~t most 1~ to the total fission cross section. Here :
.·.-·.,.
-· · :":: · . · . _ > transfer yields nuclei with E;o . aroUnd 20 MeV or b1gher, and the exc1 tation . . · :'' ., · F.pr these systems in a region where :first•abance :fission is 4an1~ti.Dg,--thac: · · · ·, ·'' · . ,
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We will conclude i'rom this that . aafan is nearly independent ot target :~·: 
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• 1' ,. '<. ' As is demonstrated 1n Fig. 4 , · r ./J' n is not onl({ a function of E.
Here -we see that b7 changing the mass of the ion, and thus the e.naular momentum_ •..
of the compound nucleus, the ratio rf/rn is altered. 
energy._ Rotation will also change the shapes of the nualel at the tvo con• · . 
where Re 0 and R 8 ° are the rotational energies' at ·eqUilibrium and saddle ··. ,_.
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·where ~ ia the aDgUlar momentum of the nucleus a:f'ter the emission of one
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I. ·' :· proJection of I on the same axis.
We. use the approx:f.IrlE:ltion that the average val~e <rt/r n>., which we · ~: 
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. . are fairly independent of our_choice of . .
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As is seen from ~ .
"' .
. ( 1 7 E: 1n the uranium repon usiilg the l.iquid.
We notice that the calculat4d r /rn vaiues are higher than the ex . nuClei where an estimation of angular momenta is imperative'• The data ,_ .. -:
;<,_available on a~aR ar~_ contllcting and incomplete and it mi8ht therefore be
-. worthwhile ·to caretul.ly measure this quantity for various systems. As we pointed. :·· ·.;t: ' > ~ .~ -~. ,, ' ' ,. :f' • j "
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